Dear All,

India is a nation marching ahead day by day in imparting technical, medical and pharmaceutical education. The present journal i.e. "Journal of Advanced Pharmaceutical Technology & Research (JAPTR)" has already completed one year and in this period it has produced four issues along with the fifth one with its entry in the second year. The editor and the academic associations included in the management for the publication of this journal are dedicated entirely for making it a complete success for the expansion of pharmaceutical education in its standard form.

The efforts are being made to collect gradually the research-oriented articles for the benefit of the following causative effects: to develop research mentality among the new comers in the area; expansion of the collective knowledge be made throughout the world and standard articles as the property of this academic journal be shown arranged so as to make it feasible for its academic excellences to the seniors and academicians keeping these things in mind.

Efforts have been made to include this journal in Scopus and Scimago Journal Ranking (SJR) for making it an international pharmaceutical research journal.

I hope that the present format of the journal will satisfy the needs of both the students and scholar alike. I would like to sum up my thought processes with the request to have more and more blessings from the stalwarts for its ever continuing success, and co-operation with friends, scholars and students to associate it for its academic excellences in times to come.

With thanks and regards,
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